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C7478 | UNIVERSAL STORAGE SIDE OPENING TAMBOUR DOOR (ZW) WITH ACOUSTIC BACK PANEL (DB13), STACKABLE UNITS (ZW/PB), INTERACTIVE CLUSTER (ZW/AT),
MANAGEMENT HINGED DOORS (PB/AT), TNT* DESK (AT/PB) WITH FRONTIER SCREEN (DB13), THINK CHAIR (3D02), B FREE LOUNGE CUBE (CL02/09)

OPTIMISE SPACE

Beyond offering a wide variety of functional and robust
storage cabinets, Universal Storage is a great space
planning tool. It allows to structure and optimise spaces,
while supporting both focus work and collaboration.
With countless space planning options it keeps on
performing, even when the workplace is reconfigured.
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A WORLD OF
SUSTAINABLE
SOLUTIONS IN STORE
Universal Storage is a complete storage family
of medium–to-high capacity metal cupboards.
The universal design matches every Steelcase desk
and space division range. This makes Universal
Storage a comprehensive and flexible way of
meeting every storage need while supporting
corporate space planning strategy.

This is not just about storage, although with multiple
features to help filing and retrieval, Universal Storage
is a great way of organising documents and work
tools. Like every Steelcase product, Universal
Storage is meticulously designed to go way beyond
what users might expect. It’s a very ergonomic
and robust range. It will help make daily work more
productive and effective, whether during installation,
everyday use or office reorganisations. Moreover,
it is fully sustainable, free of PVC and uses eco
materials and manufacturing processes.

C8429 | UNIVERSAL STORAGE SIDE OPENING TAMBOUR DOOR (ZW) WITH ACOUSTIC BACK PANEL (DB10), SUSPENDED FILING FRAME, CARD INDEX BOXES
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UNIVERSAL MADE TO MATCH

80+

Consistent storage designs have a significant effect on the

options of closures, sizes, materials
and finishes are available.

character of an office and participate in creating inspiring
environments for users. Universal Storage is designed to
match every office furniture, from desks to space division
and personal storage.
Universal Storage allows to build discreet configurations to
create a refined ambience for a manager’s office.
The contemporary design associated with wood finishes
gives a warmer atmosphere to team and meeting spaces
as well.

C9621

C7480

B8979
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UNIVERSAL - MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS

Universal Storage performs well in personal and shared
spaces as it is designed to create multiple applications.
Thanks to the many different heights offered in the range,
it can be used as space division, allowing privacy and can
improve quiet concentration in open spaces when coupled
with acoustic back panels. Universal Storage also offers a
large variety of wardrobe combinations to convey a feeling
of personal territory even in shared spaces.
Focus work requires storage elements close at hand to
support the work process. Universal Storage blends into the
workstation perfectly, providing the right size and design.

B8893 | UNIVERSAL STORAGE SIDE OPENING TAMBOUR DOOR WARDROBE (ZW), B-FREE LOUNGE (CL02/09)

C6658 | UNIVERSAL STORAGE (WY/AB BLUE), IMPLICIT PEDESTAL (WY), ACTIVA DESK (WY), PLEASE TASK CHAIR (AT04).

FOCUS WORK
The premium top enhances the Universal Storage design,
adding a touch of colour that matches the whole workstation
and with the Implicit Premium pedestal.
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D0644

SPACE DIVISION
Fabric and acoustic back panels divide space and allow
personalisation. Low units can be perfectly juxtaposed to
Steelcase desks to create unity, increasing the worksurface
by 27%.

C7477

PERSONAL AND SHARED USE
Personal belongings can be stowed securely with over 30
wardrobe combinations, providing both individual and shared
solutions. This gives users the peace of mind they need to focus
on their work.
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C7472

STACKABLE UNIT
Stackable units increase the storage
volume by 20% with no extra floor
space needed.

B6264

SUSPENDED FILE FRAME
Plenty of easy-to-access space for up to
3 rows of hanging files.

B6277

REFERENCE SHELF
The reference shelf helps retrieve
information on the spot.

B6280

1+1 BOX
Keeps loose items neatly stowed, out of
the way.

D0649 | UNIVERSAL STORAGE INTERACTIVE CLUSTER (SL/AT)

FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY INSIDE-OUT
Universal Storage provides maximum filing capacity inside-out to support the space
planning strategy. It is loaded with smart, simple ways to store belongings and make the
most of the space.
Interactive clusters facilitate team interactions and document sharing with a standing-

30MIN
a day is the time wasted
searching for information by
47% of all European workers.
Source: Steelcase Workplace
survey, IPSOS 2007.

B6279

PERSONAL LOCKABLE COMPARTMENT
For valuables in shared cupboards.

B6263

DRAWER DIVIDERS
To create neat compartments for small
documents, stationery and objects.

height informal workstation. Stackable units make use of the free vertical space. The range
also offers highly functional internal fittings and accessories to organise documents and
worktools efficiently.
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MONOBLOC FRAME CONSTRUCTION
provides rigidity and solidity.

ONE UNIT
B6282

BALLAST FITTED FROM INSIDE
Reduces the amount of weight required and does
not require to empty and tip over the cupboard
when fitting suspended file frames.

C7474

to move instead of 10 boxes
to pack and unpack.

INTERCHANGEABLE LOCKS
One user can have a single key to access
and secure items in different storage units.
100 key numbers available.

SHELVES
are fitted in only 30 seconds.

STRONG HANDLES
with comfortable 160mm
grip metal handles.

4 GLIDES IS BETTER THAN 2
Allows cupboards to be level when parallel to the
wall and perfectly aligned when side by side –
tricks that cannot be performed with just two.

B5681

EASY-TO-ADJUST SHELVES
Height markers for both binders and suspended
files help position the shelves in no time and
make reconfigurations easy.

D0643

B6281

ADJUSTABLE FEET

B5690

FLAT BOTTOM
For easy filing and retrieval of binders and other
large items at the bottom of the cupboard.

B6314

DRAWER UNITS & SUSPENDED FILE FRAMES
Fitted with parallel extraction and limit return mechanism
for smooth and safe operation.

ROBUST - EASY
RECONFIGURATION

4 adjustable feet placed
on metal stiffeners.

Universal Storage is designed to help facilitate installation and support
frequent reconfigurations. Its robust monobloc frame construction
provides exceptional rigidity, which means it can be moved, even when
fully loaded.
It also features a patended door stop click and ballasts fitable from inside.
It has been awarded the EN, GS & NFOEC certifications for its excellent
build quality and user safety.
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STATEMENT OF LINE

SUSTAINABILITY

DESIGNING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT REQUIRES INNOVATIVE THINKING AND SOLUTIONS.
SIDE OPENING TAMBOUR DOORS

HINGED DOORS

WARDROBES

DRAWER UNITS

DIMENSIONS | IN MM
H500+
H1980+
H1700+
H1500+
H1300+
H1100+
H1000+
H850+
H715+

HANDLES

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

CERTIFICATIONS

During our products’ development process
we consider each stage of the life cycle:
from material extraction, production,
transport, use and reuse, until the end of its
life. Thanks to the Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) method, Steelcase quantified the
environmental impacts of Universal Storage
to set the stage for further improvements.
This method, based on ISO 14040 and
14044 and selected by the European Union
for environmental evaluation, allows us to
quantify the environmental impact of our
products throughout their whole lifecycle.

To show continuous improvements, we communicate Universal
Storage environmental performance through voluntary
environmental labels and declarations. Sustainability related
actions and results are communicated in the annual Steelcase
Corporate Responsibility report.

MATERIALS

PRODUCTS

30% recycled materials, by weight (6% pre-consumer + 24% postconsumer).
Wood from European sustainably managed forests.
30% recycled cardboard and 30% recycled LDPE film in packaging.

Environmental Product Declaration
NF Environnement
NF Office Excellence Certifié
Indoor Advantage Gold

GM6

GM7

GK2

Tubo 2

PRODUCTION

Rectangular

Made in Madrid (Spain) by Steelcase.
Uses powder-coat paints: VOC-free and free of heavy metals.

MATERIALS

ACCESSORIES

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification
TRANSPORT

Low concentration formaldehyde in wood

Assembled in Europe, close to customers.

USE
Pigeon holes

Magnetic coat hooks

1+1 Book support

1+1 Suspended fabric
folder

1+1 Magnetic Label
holder

1+1 Foldable shelf

SURFACE MATERIALS

Designed for a long product life, with replaceable parts.
Materials meet stringent health and indoor air quality criteria.
Maintenance information available on steelcase.com

PLANTS

Environmental management system
Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series

END OF LIFE

Surface materials shown in brochure:
PAINT

TAMBOUR

DECOR

FABRIC

ZW Pearl Snow

AT Acacia

AT Acacia

Atlantic AT03 Apple green

SL Platinum Metallic (Silver)

ZW Pearl Snow

W5 Walnut

Lucia DB22 Sand

MG Merle

SL Platinum Metallic (Silver)

DW Dark Pear

Lucia DB27 Pearl Grey

99% theoretically recyclable by weight.
100% theoretically recyclable cardboard and LDPE film for packaging.
Quick and easy disassembly.
Plastic parts clearly labelled for easy sorting and effective recycling.
Designed to ensure responsible end of use strategies - refurbishing,
charitable donation or recycling.

FIND OUT MORE

Visit steelcase.com to discover more about Steelcase’s unique
ecodesign strategy.

Colours are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.
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